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Rome roundtable participants 

 

Front row: Mr Fergus Ryan AO, Patron and former Chair, The Global Foundation; Mr Steve Howard, Secretary-General, The Global Foundation (Moderator); Mme Christine 

Lagarde, Managing Director, International Monetary Fund; His Eminence Cardinal Peter A Turkson, President, Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace; Mr Danny Gilbert AM, 

Managing Partner, Gilbert + Tobin lawyers; Member of the Advisory Council, The Global Foundation. 

 

Back row: Mr Martin Muhleisen, Chief of Staff, International Monetary Fund; Mr Gerry Rice, Director of Communications, International Monetary Fund; Ms Inge Relph, Senior 

strategy analyst, current advising The Elders; Ms Nour Al Hmoud, Advisor, Falcon and Associates, United Arab Emirates; Ms Lamia Kamal-Chaoui, Senior Advisor to the OECD 

Secretary-General and Coordinator of the Inclusive Growth Initiative, OECD; Dr Flaminia Giovanelli, Undersecretary, Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace; Mr Mauro Magatti, 

Steering Committee, Institute Sturzo, Rome; Ms Antonia Stampalija, Chief Executive Officer, Global Freedom Network (GFN2020); Mr Simon Adams, Executive Director, Global 

Centre for the Responsibility to Protect; Mr Bertrand Badré, Managing Director & World Bank Group CFO, World Bank; Prof Enrico Giovannini, Chair, UN Secretary General’s 

Advisory Group on Data Revolution for Sustainable Development; Professor of Economic Statistics, The University of Rome II; Dr Selena Ng, Nuclear physicist, Member of The 

Global Foundation; Mr Michael Clark, Senior Coordinator (Governance and Policy), Economic and Social Development Department, Food and Agriculture Organisation of the 

United Nations; Ms Maurizia Iachino, Chair of Oxfam Italy; Observers - researchers and staff of Institute Sturzo. 
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‘Towards a shared narrative for the global common good, supported by more  

ethical and effective global governance’ 

 

Report from roundtable and dinner discussions, convened by The Global Foundation and held in Rome, 10 December 2014 
 

The Australian-based civil society organisation, The Global Foundation, convened two roundtable discussions, held in Rome on 10 December, 2014.   
 
The purpose of these roundtable discussions, held over the course of an afternoon and at dinner, was to enable 22 participants and a number of 
observers, invited from across the world - from global institutions, including the Vatican; also from inter-governmental organisations, civil society, 
non-government bodies, business and academia - to pursue the idea of working more closely together, around the organising principle of 
encouraging more ethical and effective global governance for the common good, a matter with which The Global Foundation and many of its 
partners have been concerned for some time.   
 
All participants attended in Rome in their personal, not institutional, capacities.  In keeping with The Global Foundation’s regular practice, the 
Chatham House rule was applied. 
 
The specific inspiration for the meetings in Rome came from the continuing calls by Pope Francis, for more concerted global action on issues central 
to the human condition, in particular, inequality, youth unemployment and inclusive growth.  The Global Foundation’s objective was to build upon 
- and help to link - the ongoing work on these issues by a number of participants and to assist the planned future work of several parties taking 
part in the discussions, including the Vatican itself.   
 
A short agenda paper (refer to page 8) framed the discussions and this, in turn, drew upon three related papers, namely: 

 The Report from The Global Foundation’s Ethical and Effective Global Governance Roundtable, held in Paris in May 2014 (here). 
 The Report from the 'Toward the Common Good' Seminar, convened at the Vatican by the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace in July 

2014, and featuring the personal contribution of Pope Francis (here). 
 A letter from Pope Francis to the G20 Leaders’ meeting, chaired by and held in Australia in November 2014 (here). 

 
Leading the participation in the Rome discussions were the Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, Madam Christine Lagarde; and 
two of the Vatican’s most senior figures: His Eminence, Cardinal George Pell, Prefect of the Vatican Secretariat for the Economy; and His Eminence, 
Cardinal Peter Turkson, President of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace. 

http://www.globalfoundation.org.au/images/stories/2014/20140722-Global-Governance-Conversation-Paris-May-Report.pdf
http://www.iustitiaetpax.va/content/dam/giustiziaepace/segretariointerventi/2014/COMUNICATO%20STAMPA-ENG.1.pdf
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/letters/2014/documents/papa-francesco_20141106_lettera-abbott-g20.html
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The basis for a new, shared narrative for ‘The Global Common Good’ 

There was a strong sense in the Rome discussions that Pope Francis has been consistently outspoken about the inadequacies of our present global 
systems of the economy and related decision-making.  It is as if, flowing from the global financial crisis of 2008, we are living in an era that we still 
do not yet fully understand and have, therefore, only partly come to terms with. This is reflected in many governance actions and policy responses.   

Pope Francis’ telling phrases, such as the ‘globalisation of indifference’, resonate very strongly with the community at large.  His words challenge 
those in positions of influence to more fundamentally re-think the premises and the machinery by which choices are being made for the ‘global 
common good’, for the so-called wellbeing of humanity.    

In Rome, participants confronted the notion that, to achieve such a global common good, the world might need to consider quite different 
paradigms and governance arrangements, to guide global economic and related activity, than those that have led us to the present. 

They acknowledged that our world today is still suffering a continuing economic crisis, with very uneven consequences, such as rising inequality.  
This, in turn, raises serious questions about the models that have previously underpinned economic growth.  Rising youth unemployment is a clear 
measure of failure.  This ‘new normal’ is clearly unacceptable.  

At the same time, seen in a longer-term context, there are unresolved issues of increasing importance, including the environmental sustainability 
of the planet. Alongside this, the emerging world is challenging the conventional wisdom that has guided the international order over the last 
decades, as it presses for a bigger say in international governance.  In many cases, these voices have quite different world-views and value systems 
to those that have dictated the terms of international exchange in the recent past. 

It was observed that some global institutional and global governance arrangements seem to be falling behind the curve.  This was not intended as 
a criticism of the work of the institutions per se, which, after all, are generally the creatures of national governments.  In fact, these international 
bodies, designed for an earlier and different era, generally perform more than adequately in the face of the limitations they face.   
 
Nevertheless, the challenge of renewal and relevance of international institutions was placed squarely on the table in Rome.  How to modernise 
international, intergovernmental arrangements to deal with 21st Century challenges and in so doing, to accommodate the myriad of influential non-
government actors, remains a key issue. 

Community trust is lower than it needs to be.  How to restore it?  De-globalisation is a very real prospect, in contrast to the presumed connectedness 
of the world in recent times.  As a corollary, complete openness, engagement and transparency in decision-making would appear to be paramount 
to successful trust-building with communities and society in the future. 
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There was recognition that some aspects of globalisation, such as finance - at least when finance has become an ends in itself, rather than as a tool 
for economic benefit - had run ahead of the international capability to regulate it effectively.  Further, it was suggested that global finance had 
expanded at the expense of society and community.  

On the other hand, the ongoing benefits of economic globalisation were acknowledged.  Despite its failings, it has greatly assisted to improve the 
living standards of millions of people.  The pace of globalisation, aided by rapid technological change, can be used for the benefit of mankind.   

International markets and capital should provide the strength and resilience required to underpin community wellbeing.  A central question in 
Rome, therefore, was how to re-establish finance as a tool, to support, rather than hinder, human flourishing? How to achieve this, however, 
requires reflection and cooperation among many decision-makers, including enlightened private sector leaders. 

 

Mme Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund and  

His Eminence, Cardinal George Pell AC, Prefect of the Vatican Secretariat for the Economy. 

 

Calls to action 

Participants shared the urgency of the calls to action by Pope Francis and other 
like-minded leaders and also acknowledged the very real and substantial human, 
social and political risks of inaction or inadequate action in response.   While they 
recognised that there are many positive and ongoing initiatives taking place 
around the world, they acknowledged the seriousness and urgency of the 
enduring and underlying systemic problems that seem to have few easy solutions. 

It was agreed at the outset that the stark and rising levels of inequality evident 
today within many societies and globally, are unacceptable.   These are inhibitors 
to economic recovery and growth, but, more dramatically, they threaten to lead 
to massive social and political consequences. 

A pivotal consideration was that a holistic and human-centred approach is 
required, based upon deeper, more ethical underpinnings than those that have 
led to the state of world affairs today.   A new inclusiveness should enshrine 
gender balance and the rights of minorities, for example. 
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To succeed, such an approach will most likely require unprecedented step-change and innovation, rather than just renovation, of existing systems 
and policy prescriptions.   

Over and above the many individual efforts and positive policy initiatives presently underway, participants agreed that, by working in concert as a 
global community of shared interests, even perhaps of shared values, humanity has much more to gain than to lose, with the capacity to positively 
affect all levels of society, individuals, communities, nation states, and the planet as a whole. 

A shared approach – a new narrative 

The central proposition emerging from the Rome discussions was that, through a shared commitment to collaboration over the next year 
and beyond, participants would be willing to help build a new, global narrative for more ethical and effective global governance to 
achieve the common good – the equitable and sustainable well-being of humanity.    They agreed to work more closely together, to shape 
this global narrative, one that would be open-ended and inclusive, in seeking to help to describe a unified vision for the future of 
humanity.    

This journey, of building a compelling, common narrative, would necessarily challenge many existing assumptions and must seek to incorporate 
new thinking.   

Participants agreed that, while working towards agreement about the language and content of an over-arching narrative, they would also make 
more concerted efforts to upgrade their own respective contributions, for greater, practical progress in resolving seemingly intractable global 
problems of our era.   

In this respect, all welcomed the many important milestone processes that are underway for 2015, each of which seeks to serve the global common 
good, through improved global governance.  These include: the United Nations attempt to resolve a set of Sustainable Development Goals, 
replenishing the Millennium Development Goals; the G20, chaired this year by Turkey, which has identified inequality as a primary focus; a global 
accord on climate change which, it is hoped, will be reached at a Summit to be held in Paris, late in the year.   

Participants expressed their intention to reinforce and extend these collaborative international processes, by working together on a shared 
narrative, ahead of and beyond these three important international meetings. 
 
They agreed that this process would be open, that it would progressively include other willing global actors and that the narrative must resonate 
with and be capable of embrace by citizens of the world, of all faiths and beliefs.    

They also agreed that the narrative must be capable of measurement, of demonstrating progress and outcomes achieved along the way, potentially 
using criteria that are more relevant, in both qualitative and quantitative terms, given the changed global circumstances, than those that have 
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applied in the past.   The global common good, the wellbeing of humanity, in all of its dimensions, including redressing inequality and in ensuring 
a sustainable environment, should be the primary consideration. 

The Rome discussions also demonstrated, through practical examples provided by those present at the table, the importance of achieving concrete 
actions and outcomes, big and small, that also serve to reinforce and verify (and be verified by) the evolving global narrative.  Participants liked the 
idea of scalability, of being able to encourage, expand and replicate smaller, successful activities onto a larger scale.  In this respect, it was important 
that everyone involved should not be daunted by the enormity of the task. 

Participants agreed that they would aim to create a dynamic in their collaborative work, such that multiple individual actions taken by themselves 
and others can be nurtured and encouraged.  These, in turn, should be understood as part of the bigger narrative, that of seeking a higher purpose, 
for the sake of the global common good, for more ethical and effective global governance, for more equitable and sustainable well-being for 
humanity. 

--o0o-- 

 

 
His Eminence Cardinal Peter Turkson (far right) addresses participants during the roundtable meeting. 
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AGENDA  (This was circulated in advance of the Rome meetings)  

 

The Report, from the 'Toward the Common Good' Seminar, convened at the Vatican by the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace in July 2014, and 

featuring the personal contribution of Pope Francis, represented a remarkable level of agreement between the invited participants.  Attendees 

came from diverse institutional, faith-based, civil society, academic and private sector backgrounds, to address fundamental challenges facing the 

world, in particular the root causes and consequences of inequality.  In emphasising this priority, Pope Francis spoke at the Seminar of the need to 

re-instate the human person at the centre of society. 

Overarching this, the related calls to action and step-change urged by Pope Francis, including in His Holiness' recent letter to the G20, provide a 

powerful and unprecedented motivation for those in positions of global influence to not only upgrade their own efforts, but also to build a new tier 

of cooperation and collaboration across institutional and other boundaries, so that these great global challenges can be overcome. 

To achieve this, working together from the perspective of international civil society, is it possible to build a fresh ongoing and reasonably informal 

framework for cooperation, involving the Vatican and many global actors, starting with, but not at all limited to, those of us attending this 

roundtable discussion in Rome?  Might it be possible to persuade His Holiness of the value of this proposition, so that he is willing to draw upon 

this collective effort in an ongoing and systematic manner?  For example, as one key expression, might the July 2014 Seminar organised by the 

Council for Justice and Peace become a major annual event at the Vatican, with appropriate preparation, reporting and commitment by all to 

outcomes? 

In support of, and also going beyond specific milestone events such as this, how might we organise our joint efforts, including at and beyond the 

Vatican, in an appropriate and systematic way?  Is it possible to imagine and to take the next steps in building this collaboration, so that further 

convergence, common action and communication might be agreed, encouraged and implemented, both within our own respective endeavours and 

also collectively?  Could we agree and define an evaluated and sunsetted program of action?   In convening these discussions in Rome, The Global 

Foundation, as a non-institutional, non-aligned global actor, is willing to help bring about such practical action, but would only be able to do so 

effectively with commitment and support from those who wish to be involved. 
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PARTICIPANTS 

Mr Simon Adams, Executive Director, Global Centre for the 

Responsibility to Protect 

Ms Nour Al Hmoud, Advisor, Falcon and Associates, United Arab 

Emirates 

Mr Bertrand Badré, Managing Director & World Bank Group CFO, 

World Bank  

**Mr Danny Casey, Director of the Office of the Prefect of the 

Secretariat for the Economy, The Vatican 

Mr Michael Clark, Senior Coordinator (Governance and Policy), 

Economic and Social Development Department, Food and Agriculture 

Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) 

**Mr Jean Baptiste de Franssu, President, Istituto per le Opere di 

Religione (Vatican Bank), The Vatican 

Mr Danny Gilbert AM, Managing Partner, Gilbert + Tobin lawyers; 

Member of the Advisory Council, The Global Foundation 

*Dr Flaminia Giovanelli, Undersecretary, Pontifical Council for Peace 

and Justice 

*Prof Enrico Giovannini, Chair, UN Secretary General’s Advisory 

Group on Data Revolution for Sustainable Development; Professor of 

Economic Statistics, The University of Rome II 

Mr Steve Howard, Secretary-General, The Global Foundation 

(Moderator) 

*Ms Maurizia Iachino, Chair of Oxfam Italy 

Ms Lamia Kamal-Chaoui, Senior Advisor to the OECD Secretary-

General and Coordinator of the Inclusive Growth Initiative, OECD 

Mme Christine Lagarde, Managing Director, International Monetary 

Fund 

Mr Martin Muhleisen, Chief of Staff, International Monetary Fund 

**His Eminence Cardinal George Pell AC, Prefect of the Secretariat 

for the Economy, The Vatican 

Dr Selena Ng, Nuclear physicist, Member of The Global Foundation 

Ms Inge Relph, Senior strategy analyst, current advising The Elders 

Mr Gerry Rice, Director of Communications, International Monetary 

Fund 

Mr Fergus Ryan AO, Patron and former Chair, The Global Foundation 

Mr Mauro Magatti, Steering Committee, Institute Sturzo, Rome  

Ms Antonia Stampalija, Chief Executive Officer, Global Freedom 

Network (GFN2020) 

*His Eminence Cardinal Peter A Turkson, President, Pontifical 

Council for Justice and Peace  

 

*Roundtable only **Dinner only 
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VENUES 

Roundtable Meeting - Institute Sturzo 

About the Institute Sturzo: 

The Institute Sturzo was established in 1951 to collect, preserve and make available materials documenting the history of political 
catholicism in Europe. It has since become one of Europe’s foremost centers for scholarly research on modern social, political and economic 
thought and history. Alongside its work to promote and provide access to its rich library and archival collections, the Institute coordinates 
research initiatives and workshops, organizes conferences, seminars and exhibitions, and produces a range of publications. 

 

Dinner – Domus Australia 

About Domus Australia: 

In December 2008, a group of Australian Dioceses, led by the Archdiocese of Sydney, finalised the process of buying the student house of 
the Marist Fathers in Rome, to establish a new “casa per ferie” providing accommodation and information for visitors to Rome. The casa per 
ferie (Italian for “holiday home”) is called Domus Australia. 

 
Prior to the commencement of the renovation works, archaeologists undertook “sample digs” looking for historical remains on the Domus 
Australia site.  The remains of a 1st century BC house and pavement were discovered and these finds have been preserved so that they can 
be viewed by guests. 
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LEADING CONTRIBUTORS 
  

Mme Christine Lagarde 

Managing Director, International Monetary Fund 

Christine Lagarde is Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund. She was appointed in July 2011. A national of France, she was previously 

French Finance Minister from June 2007, and had also served as France’s Minister for Foreign Trade for two years. 

 

Ms. Lagarde also has had an extensive and noteworthy career as an anti-trust and labor lawyer, serving as a partner with the international law firm 

of Baker & McKenzie, where the partnership elected her as chairman in October 1999. She held the top post at the firm until June 2005 when she 

was named to her initial ministerial post in France. Ms. Lagarde has degrees from Institute of Political Studies (IEP) and from the Law School of 

Paris X University, where she also lectured prior to joining Baker & McKenzie in 1981. 

 
His Eminence, Cardinal George Pell AC 
Prefect of the Secretariat for the Economy 

The Holy Father, Pope Francis, appointed Cardinal Pell to a new senior role in the Vatican on 24 February 2014, Prefect of the Secretariat for the 

Economy. Cardinal Pell is the former Archbishop of Sydney. 

 

Cardinal Pell holds a Licentiate in Theology from Urban University, Rome (1967), a Masters Degree in Education from Monash University, Melbourne 

(1982) and a Doctorate of Philosophy in Church History from the University of Oxford (1971). He is a Fellow of the Australian College of Educators, 

and was Visiting Scholar at Campion Hall, Oxford University, in 1979 and at St Edmund’s College, Cambridge University, in 1983. He was elected an 

Honorary Fellow of St Edmund’s in 2003.  

 

His Eminence, Cardinal Peter Turkson 

President, Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace 

Peter Kodwo Appiah Turkson is a Ghanaian Cardinal of the Roman Catholic Church. He is the President of the Pontifical Council for Justice and Peace, 

since his appointment by Pope Benedict XVI on 24 October 2009. He had served as Archbishop of Cape Coast and studied and taught theology in the 

United States.  He was elevated to the cardinalate by Pope John Paul II in 2003.  

Cardinal Turkson convened and chaired the Council’s Seminar ‘Towards the Common Good’, held at the Vatican in July 2004 and featuring the 

personal participation of His Holiness, Pope Francis. 
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